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Hallway |  FRL® wall panels provide high-impact protection 13 times higher than rigid vinyl and substantially lower smoke and flame 
spread than other competitive products. With a wide range of colors available, you can also expand your creative vision with our in-
house custom digital graphics. Ideal for wall murals, feature walls, headwalls, wayfinding and elevator cabs.

Panolam is committed to preserving our environment 
and enhancing the quality of life in the communities 
we serve. We continue to work for greater awareness 
about the environment and the importance of 
responsible building practices among our employees, 
customers and suppliers. All colors and designs are 
available as FSC® certified products.

SURFACE SOLUTIONS FOR 

Healthcare
Environments
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The  
Pionite® 
Surface 
Systems 
story

Learn more at

pionite.com

Multiple Surfaces.
One System.

Our goal is to help bring your vision 

to reality without compromise. As 

your full surface solution provider, 

we are here to help navigate the 

many design and substrate options 

available to help you achieve your 

desired aesthetic, performance, and 

budgetary attributes for every project.

How it all 
works together:



Patient Room | You can coordinate our HPL, TFL and FRL to create a calming, patient-oriented environment while assuring easy maintenance, 
functionality and long-lasting performance.  

 HPL High Pressure Laminate
Among our most versatile surfaces which is strong and durable, 
yet flexible and easy to fabricate. It makes a great choice for a 
range of interior horizontal and vertical applications where an 
attractive, yet resilient, surface solution is required.

 FRL® Wall Protection Panels
Uses fire rated, proprietary fiberglass technology to fortify wall 
panels against impact damage and excessive wear-and-tear 
offering exceptional cleanability. FRL® is the ideal wall panel for 
high-traffic environments that need to be aesthetically pleasing 
and easy to maintain.

 TFL Thermally Fused Laminate
Coordinates with our HPL, offering trend forward designs while 
delivering unparalleled durability and savings you deserve.

 ChemGuard HPL
Provides the decorative features of our stylish high pressure 
laminates with chemical resistant properties that protect against 
acids and other caustic compounds.

 ThickLam™ HPL
Designed for applications where the decorative surface must 
contribute to the structural stability of the finished assembly and 
available with decorative paper on one or both sides.

 Fire Rated HPL
Possesses all the same style and performance features as our 
standard laminates with additional protection against combustion 
and smoke.

 FRP Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic
Strong, impact and stain resistant composite material that is an 
ideal surface for high-use commercial settings and service areas 
that depend on sanitary conditions.

 Marker Board 
Provides a nonabsorbent, dry erase compatible surface suitable 
for a variety of applications in hospitals, clinics, conference 
rooms and more. 

Lab | ThickLam™ laminate with ChemGuard, offers unparalleled protection of 
lab countertops with chemical resistant properties throughout its thickness. 
Combined with Panolam’s FRP, you have the durability for high-use settings 
and service areas that depend on sanitary conditions.
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Picnic in the Park WA030 SD NEW Soothing Pebble Beach AT109 SD

Fresh Cut Grass SV750 SD

Old Friend AG415 SD NEW Apple Leaf (Small) DG0069

NEW Apple Leaf (Large) DG0070

NEW Zen WW075 SD

Beachcomber AT988 SDNEW Soothing Sea Mist AT109 SDSummer Vacation SB027 SD

NEW Soothing White Caps AT109 SD

Love Letters AW300 SD

Inspire. Design. Heal.
At Pionite, we understand the positive impact good design has both mentally and physically. A well designed 
space can reduce stress, improve our well-being and help expedite the healing process. However, creating a 
comfortable, patient-oriented environment that is equally efficient as it is appealing is one of the key challenges 
in today’s healthcare industry. That challenge is what motivates us to create the most relevant and forward- 
conscious color palettes and designs offered to help fulfill your vision for the project at hand.

The Healthcare Collection is a mix of traditional, transitional and contemporary designs with a blend of calming 
solids, abstracts, woodgrains and digital styles. They create a harmonious palette of surfacing options to allow 
design flexibility to help you achieve your vision. 

Pionite brand of high pressure laminates caters to traditional tastes with an eye towards versatility. With over 230 
patterns/colors plus a digital library and custom capabilities, our products are engineered to bring your vision to 
life by offering:

• Ease of maintenance
• Resistant to bacteria
• Impact resistance
• Resistance to scuffing and marring
• Durable
• Chemical resistance
• Class A flammability rating for many products
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In virtually every area of today’s healthcare facilities, Pionite 
has a surfacing solution to meet or exceed your requirements.
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